
OUTSPOKEN NURSE CREATES TV SHOWS FOR PUBLIC

,
Traditional Medical, Alternative Therapy, Elective Options for Health, Wellness, Safety, Nutrition

Karon Gibson, RN offers a wealth of information provided by Professionals, Experts and Consumers 
on various aspects of Health Care. Doctors, Nurses, Reflexologists, Hypnotists, Beauticians, and 
Innovators of Products appear on her talk show to spotlight unknown  and “Outspoken” facts.

Her mission to implement changes in lives is supplemented by entertainment and education  for 
seniors, parents and families. The TV show is : OUTSPOKEN WITH KARON.

Karon began her career as a Registered Nurse in the Emergency Department of an inner city hospital 
then went on to become the Charge Nurse of a Community Hospital Psychiatric Unit. She met a 
colleague who was injured and required assistance unobtainable to the middle class  through the social 
work department. She assisted the other Nurse with surgical sterile dressings at home and found a niche 
to fill a gap in health care by providing home care visits and creating an Independent Nursing 
Corporation Office for people to access when they could not see their Doctor. Services included blood 
draws, patient educaton, psychiatric nurse consults, occupational health care and even First Aid to an 
amusement park, and major motion pictures such as Dr. Detroit and Risky business. The Nurses 
embarked on an adventure in business and Nursing. They wrote down their stories and sold the story to 
a major publisher in New York on the basis of a  phone call Karon made to the Chief Editor and an 
outline and chapter sent to him. The book, Nurses On Our Own, is still in print and was featured in 
People Magazine and other articles. NURSES ON OUR OWN  is available at Amazon.com

Karon has since diversified her career, created a huge mega business utilizing the skills of hundreds of 
Nurses in many areas. She also creates and produces global television shows for the Consumer called, 
Outspoken with Karon. They can be seen by anyone at Ustream.tv   Enter Outspoken with Karon in the 
search box or click on all broadcasts on the bottom of the page and enter. She has shown the expansive 
knowledge and assistance a Nurse can provide to the public through her varied experiences and 
philanthropic efforts. There are  exciting and lightening stories about patients, Doctors, hospitals and 
even private detectives and celebrities. This is a book of obstacles and success for men and 
women=nurses or not.

Karon Gibson RN is an entrepreneur, consultant, motivational speaker and educator. She is on the 
advisory committee for Nursing and Business at Rasmussen College. She is a member o the prestigious 
Committee of 200 an international women's organization of successful preeminent business leaders.

Website information: Americantvproductions.com  AmericaNurse.com  Tvnurse.com , Ustream.tv 
(Outspoken with Karon) 
Email: Asktvnurse@yahoo.com
Phone: 815 773 4407
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